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Depression on South Dakota's
Indian Reservations:
The SDERA Survey of 1935
ROLLAND DEWING

South Dakota was among the states that suffered most from the
Great Depression that followed the stock market crash of 1929. In
response to economic pressures. Governor Tom Berry proposed cutting the state's budget by two million dollars in 1933, reducing South
Dakota's capacity to provide relief services. During the same time,
the faltering economy and severe droughts of 1933 and 1934 forced
many residents to seek public assistance. With congressional
passage of the Federal Emergency Relief Act on 12 May 1933, the
federal government stepped in to provide monies to overburdened
state agencies across the country, making a half-billion dollars in
relief money available for local distribution. By December of 1934,
over half of all South Dakota farmers were receiving emergency
relief. Thirty-nine percent of the state's population, the highest load
for any state, were on relief rolls.' Officials knew, however, that the
worst conditions existed on the state's American Indian reservations,
and the South Dakota Emergency Relief Administration (SDERA), the
state's arm of the Eederal Emergency Relief Administration, funded
a survey to determine the best way to meet the need. Although
studies of reservations were hardly unique, the SDERA survey was
unprecedented in that it systematically analyzed conditions at the
grass-roots level and recommended specific courses of action, in
addition to visiting hundreds of Indian homes, social workers met
1. Herbert S. ScheW, History of South Da/coia (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1961), pp. 285, 292; William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal,
1932-1940 {New York: Harper & Row, 1963), p. 120.
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Severe drought exacerbated already bleak conditions
on South Dakota's Indian reservations during the 1930s.

with Indian Service staff, local relief agencies, and church personnel directly involved in providing services to reservation Indians.^
The resulting survey is a detailed record of the bleak conditions that
prevailed on the Sioux reservations in the 1930s.
The SDERA survey came after nearly a half century of misfortunes
perpetrated by the Dawes General Allotment Act of 1887 Designed
to transform American Indians into independent farmers, the act
had replaced communally held lands with individual holdings on
the reservations. Within three decades, most informed observers
concluded that allotment had failed to assimilate Indians into white
society. Moreover, the sale of surplus reservation lands remaining
after allotment and passage of measures allowing the lease and sale
of Indian property had left the reservations with less land on which
to support growing populations.'^ In 1926, Secretary of the Interior
2. South Dakota, Emergency Relief Administration. Sun^eyo/^/f7c/fan Reservations,
1935, National Archives, Washington, D.C. (microfilm ed., Frederick, Md.: University
Publications of America, 1986), Hereafter cited as SDERA Survey.
3. David M. Holford, "The Subversion of the Indian Land Allotment System,
18Ô7-1934," Indian Historian (Spring 1975): 11-21.
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Hubert Work asked the Institute for Government Research (a privately endowed organization subsequently called the Brookings Institution) to conducta survey of conditions among Indian tribes. Social
scientist Lewis Meriam and a staff of nine experts in education,
health, economics, and Indian affairs spent seven months in the
field studying Indian communities throughout the United States.
Their findings, published in 1928 as The Probiem of indian Administration and commonly known as the Meriam Report, focused on
government ineptitude and malfeasance, particularly on the part
of the Indian Service, in the areas of health, education, and land
management. The report revealed startlingly high rates of illiteracy,
disease, and mortality as well as extremely low per-capita incomes.
Nationally, the per-capita income of fifty-five percent of reservation
Indians was less than two hundred dollars per year, most of it from
rent rather than wages, in South Dakota, incomes varied from $86
per person annually on the Pine Ridge reservation to $247 on the
Lake Traverse, or Sisseton, reservation.•*
Like the Meriam Report, the SDERA survey underscored an urgent
need for improvement in health and education. Ruth D. Kolling,
survey director, summed up the views of most of the project workers:
"In turning over the survey report of the Pine Ridge Reservation,
1 wish I could visualize very briefly but emphatically, three points
that each survey brings out, namely: the dire and tragic need of the
Indians for human needs; the necessity for asocial service program
with supervision to replace just handing out goods; the desire of
agency officials to cooperate with the State Relief for a more effective, coordinated work among the Indians."^
Logistically, the SDERA investigators faced a difficult task because
of the vast size of the eight Sioux reservations surveyed: the Standing Rock, Cheyenne River, Lower Brule, Rosebud, and Pine Ridge
reservations in western South Dakota, and the Crow Creek, Flandreau, and Sisseton reservations in the eastern part of the state. Inhabitants often lived in isolated areas served only by dirt trails or
bad roads. Interviewers and their clients frequently did not speak
each other's languages. Records regarding birth dates, addresses,

4. Lewis Meriam et al., The Problem of Indian Administration, Institute for Government Research, Studies in Administration (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1928),
pp. vii, 56-59,199-201, 357-58, 449-50; Graham D. Taylor, The New Deal and American
Indian Tribalism: The Administration of the Indian Reorganization Act, 1934^5 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1980), p. 7
5. Ruth D. Kolling, Director of Indian Survey, to Philip L. Ketchum, Deputy Welfare
Commissioner, 30 Aug. 1935, Pine Ridge Agency, SDERA Survey, Reel 1.
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family, health, and finances were often incomplete. Furthermore,
Indian clients, Indian Service officials, and local relief agency personnel sometimes viewed the SDERA surveyors with suspicion and
hostility.*^
The investigators' composite reports for each i^servation district
summarize much of the data collected and give a general picture
of reservation living conditions in the mid-1930s. The Little Fagle
District on the Standing Rock reservation in north-central South
Dakota was fairly representative, consisting of 599 people making
up 168 families, who lived in little groups along the streams. The
105,471 acres leased within their six-hundred-square-mile district
brought in $3,216.00, or an average of $19.14 per family per year. Of
the 311 people aged eighteen years and older, 10 had some college
education. Most families sent their children to boarding school, giving as their main reasons relief from the burden of the children's
support and elimination of the problem of transporting them to
school. The health care situation was not so typical in that one doctor served the entire South Dakota portion of the Standing Rock
reservation while other reservations, such as Pine Ridge, had hospitals and field nurses.''
The survey of the Wakpala district in the southeastern corner of
the Standing Rock reservation revealed that, as in the Little Fagle
district, a number of families owned land but received little income
from it. In addition, the ninety-two thousand acres owned by one
hundred three families was unevenly distributed. Nine families had
no land; ten families had less than three hundred twenty acres;
twenty-six had between three hundred twenty and six hundred forty
acres; twenty-two families had between six hundred forty and one
thousand acres; and thirty-six had more than one thousand acres.
The total cash return from leases, crop shares, and Agricultural Adjustment Act benefits was $1^93, indicating that only a small portion of land was leased and little of it was utilized for cash or feed
crops by the people themselves. The housing situation was also
dismal, with only sixty-five percent of Wakpala district residents living in their own homes. Eighteen percent had no homes, while
seventeen percent owned homes but were unable to live in them

6. SDERA Survey, Reels 1, 2, and 3 passim. For specific examples, see interviews
of Verna Laity, Sisseton Agency Nurse, by Evangeline Swensson, and Rev. L. R. DuBray,
Big Coulee Church, by William ). Bordeaux, Sisseton Agency, Interviews with Citizens
and Indian Leaders, SDERA Survey, Reel 1.
7. Merton Aldrich, "Composite Report, Little Eagle District," p. 13, Standing Rock
Agency, SDERA Survey, Reel 3.
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because of relief employment in another area, lack of convenient
education facilities, or the poor condition of the home. Overcrowded, inadequate dwellings were the rule, and shortages of bedding
and clothing were commonplace.**
Much of the illness SDERA investigators found on South Dakota's
reservations could be attributed to the poor housing and sanitation, but the diet of reservation Indians, which was sorely lacking
in fruits, vegetables, milk, and eggs, also caused many health problems. Attempts had been made to provide the Indians with a more
varied diet by distributing vegetable seeds. In the Wakpala district,
nearly every family had tried to grow a garden, but drought and
insect damage during this period resulted in almost universal failure.
Persons who qualified could receive government rations at an appointed time and place. However, both recipients and SDERA investigators viewed these rations as woefully inadequate.'*
Caseworker Evangeline Swensson described in detail the distribution of relief rations for the White Clay district of the Pine Ridge
reservation for 24 August 1935. The warehouse doors opened at 10:30
A.M. Ten men, each of whom received a two-pound slab of bacon
fortheirwork, stood at nine bins from which they dumped the recipa Verl Lewis, "Composite Report, Wakpala District," pp. 3-5, 7,16-17, Standing Rock
Agency, SDERA Survey, Reel 3.
9. Kolling to Ketchum, 14 Aug. 1935; P. Byrnes, "General Report of Conditions in
Todd County on the Rosebud Reservation," Rosebud Agency, SDERA Survey, Reel
1; Lewis, "Composite Report, Wakpala District," p. 7.

Poor housing combined with inadequate diet accounted for many
health problems among residents of South Dakota's Indian reservations.
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ients' allowances into sacks while their supervisor punched tickets.
Rations for 169 persons were distributed in less than one hour. The
rations for one person for two weeks were: two two-and-one-halfpound cans of tomatoes; two pounds each of sugar, navy beans,
rice, bacon, and mutton; one pound each of unparched coffee and
hard bread; and twelve pounds of flour. Rations for two or three
meant a doubling or tripling of these amounts. All of the recipients,
with one exception, were women. One, a white woman who was
the widow of an Indian man, had walked fourteen miles only to be
refused rations for herself. She did receive them for her two small
sons, however."^
Given the combination of poor housing and inadequate diet, the
survey's somber findings about the health status of the Sioux should
have been no surprise. Tuberculosis, diabetes, and gallstones
seemed to be the most common afflictions. A physician practicing
in the town of Martin between the Rosebud and Pine Ridge reservations stated that the greatest health problem among the Indians
was tuberculosis and estimated that about fifty percent of those on
the Rosebud had active cases. Dr. E. M. Bond of the Pine Ridge reservation estimated that fifteen hundred people were in need of isolation for the same disease. Verna Laity, agency nurse for the Sisseton
reservation, claimed at least one open tuberculosis case existed in
each household on that reservation. All officials reported a crying
need for a sanatorium. The Pine Ridge hospital had the best facility
for tuberculosis care, but it had only ten beds for that purpose."
Many reservation Indians opted to stay home and die rather than
go for treatment. Their fears were not unfounded, for the low pay
at reservation facilities attracted poor doctors, and the quality of
the limited medical care available was often suspect. Erank Craemer,
a contract doctor for the Cheyenne River reservation, stated that
his starting salary had been sixty dollars a month, from which he
was also expected to pay his transportation costs. The Sisseton reservation received about ten thousand dollars a year to pay three doc10. Evangeline Swensson, "General Summary and Recommendations—Rations," Pine
Ridge Agency, SDERA Survey, Reel 1.
11. Interview of A. P. Hawkins, Contract Doctor, by L Citchell, Sisseton Agency,
Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA Survey, Reel 1; interview of Dr.
Walton, Martin Physician, by D. Knippling, Pine Ridge Agency, I nterviews with Citizens
and Indian Leaders, SDERA Survey, Reel 1; Evangeline Swensson, "General Summary
and Recommendations," Pine Ridge Agency, SDERA Survey, Reel 1; interview of Laity; interview of Gharles Jennings, Pine Ridge Reservation Chief Clerk, by Evangeline
Swensson, Pine Ridge Agency, Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA
Survey, Reel 1.
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tors, a nurse, and all medical and transportation expenses. An even
worse scenario occurred on the Cheyenne River reservation, where
a doctor who had practiced at Cherry Creek for five years was proven to be an impostor.^^
Dr. M. M. Newman, the new government doctor at Cherry Creek,
expressed frustration at the reservation's "very poor" living conditions and the lack of school facilities for his children. The Chicago
native said he had been promised electric lights and running water
for his home, but those promises had not been fulfilled. He was
also expected to serve 175 Indian families with a car that was unfit
to drive. Extension workers and boss farmers drove better cars than
those in the health-care field, according to Newman.'^ The head
nurse at the small hospital on the Cheyenne River reservation
echoed the sentiments of other care providers, stating that poor,
out-of-date equipment needed to be replaced and suggesting that
the Indian Service adopt a fair pay scale. Under the current system,
she contended, "a fine surgeon was paid the same amount of money
as [were] 'pill dispensers,' which wasn't very encouraging for one
looking toward a future."''*
While SDERA surveyors heard many gloomy stories from reservation health-care workers, they found even more wretched cases
when they went directly to individual homes to investigate. A case
in point is that of Frank and Louise Owens, residents of the Sisseton
reservation. Frank, sixty years of age, was completely blind from
cataracts. After an operation for a tumor, Louise, age fifty-five, had
been bedridden for four-and-one-half years with a wound that would
not heal because of her tuberculosis. Along with their three daughters, the couple was listed as dependents of Silas Owens, their son.
Silas and his wife had no land or livestock. Their infant son had
died of intestinal trouble the past spring, and their four-year-old
son was paralyzed in the legs. The SDERA investigator recommended
12. interview of Walton; interview of Frank Craemer, Contract Doctor, by Katherine
Edmunds, Cheyenne Agency, Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA
Survey, Reel 2; interview of Fr. John Pohlen, St. Mary's Catholic Church, by Katherine
Edmunds, Sisseton ,'^ency. Interviews with Citizensand Indian Leaders, SDERA Survey,
Reel 1; interview of Susanna Derby, Cherry Creek Station Store Proprietor, by Katherine
Edmunds, Cheyenne Agency, Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA
Survey, Reel 2.
13. Interview of M. M. Newman, Cherry Creek Government Doctor, by Katherine
Edmunds, Cheyenne Agency, Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA
Survey, Reel 2.
14. Interview of Miss Liebold, Cheyenne River Agency Hospital Head Nurse, by
Katherine Edmunds, Cheyenne Agency, Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders,
SDERA Survey, Reel 2.
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a minimum monthly subsidy of $52.76 to meet the Owenses' combined grocery needs. The last subsidy the family received had been
approximately nine dollars. While Silas did make forty-five dollars
a month for work on a federally funded project to exterminate
gophers, the report indicated that he needed to be given work sufficient to provide for his family. The caseworker also noted that "Silas
drinks excessively, at tlmes.""^
Hannah Hayes, also from the Sisseton reservation, had two children, no permanent home, and had never attended school. Her husband had died in 1934 from drinking poisoned liquor. All five of
her brothers and sisters had died from tuberculosis, leading the interviewer to believe that she probably had the disease, too.^«
David and Elizabeth Keeble lived in a chicken coop on Pickerel
Lake in Day County. The dwelling had no siding and was lined on
the inside with building paper. The floor consisted of single boards,
and the windows were uncased, making the shack cold in winter.
There was no toilet. David Keeble worked on the gopher project
for forty-five dollars a month. He had gall bladder trouble and had
quit school at an early age because of extreme near-sightedness,
but he had no glasses. His wife had diabetes.'^
Before losing an arm in 1929, Andrew Gray had been a farmer. He
still owned one hundred sixty acres of land and a house in Marshall County, but in order to have money to live, he rented out the
property for one hundred fifty dollars a year. During the summer
his family of four lived in a tent in Day County, where they had no
toilet, furnishings, or cookstove. In winter, they moved into a floorless, one-room shack. One son, Clarence, who had tuberculosis,
worked on the gopher project.^**
Drinking problems were common among those subjected to such
demoralizing living conditions. SDERA surveyors noted instances
in which people traded their relief commodities for moonshine or
rubbing alcohol. Other sources of alcohol for human consumption
included canned heat and antifreeze. On the Sisseton reservation,
the abuse of antifreeze became so prevalent that distributors were
required to put the substance directly into car radiators. This stipula15. "Owens, Frank" and "Owens, Silas," by L. Gitchell, Sisseton Aeency, Case
Histories, Day County, SDERA Survey, Reel 1.
16. "Hayes, Hannah Shaker," by L. Gitchell, Sisseton Agency, Case Histories Dav
County, SDERA Survey, Reel 1.
'
' J
17. "Keeble, David," by L. Gitchell, Sisseton Agency, Case Histories, Day County,
SDERA Survey, Reel 1.
'
T
y>
m "Gray, Andrew," by L. Gitchell, Sisseton Agency, Case Histories, Day County
SDERA Survey, Reel 1.
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tion was not especially effective because the radiators could be
drained after their owners left the store area."'
Observing the negative effects of alcohol, many people who
worked with reservation residents expressed concern about the
rapid spread of the peyote-oriented religion of the Native American
Church, referred to in the survey as the Church of North America.
This religion centers around the sacramental use of the peyote button, the fruit of a spineless cactus that grows in northern Mexico
and the southwestern United States. A mild, nonhabit-forming hallucinogen, peyote produces "technicolor" visions and dreams.'^" According to SDERA investigator William j . Bordeaux, "The term,
Church, is a guise used to shield the realities performed behind
the veil of operations. It's a powerful drug, and various groups on
all Indian reservations in South Dakota have formed the drug habit."
John Gray Eagle, who lived on the Standing Rock reservation, believed that peyote was more harmful than liquor and went so far
as to compare it to cocaine. Father Cunningham, who supervised
a mission school on the Pine Ridge reservation, agreed, recalling
that the state chemist had analyzed peyote and reported to the legislature that it was an opiate that was damaging to health. According to Cunningham, "The introduction of the [peyote] bean . . . is
demoralizing our Indians both morally and physically and has reduced our Congregations."^'
Education, whether church-supported or public, had long been
considered the key to enabling American Indians to rise above their
unfortunate situation and become capable citizens of the dominant
society. In the 1930s, the number of Indians possessing advanced
levels of training remained exceedingly low, but the picture was
beginning to improve. The education level of the residents of the
Bullhead district on the Standing Rock reservation was fairly
representative of South Dakota's Indian reservations as a whole. Of
those people seventy years and over, twenty-nine had no education
and four had some; among those aged forty-five to fifty-five, three
19. Interview of DuBray: interview of Lee Plut, Roberts County Relief Director, by
Evangeline Swensson, Sisseton Agency, Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders,
SDERA Survey, Reel 1.
2a Arrell Morgan Cibson, The American Indian: Prehistory to the Present (Lexington,
Mass.: D. C. Heath & Co., 1980), p. 481.
21 William J. Bordeaux, "Composite Report of Survey Made by Worker in Marshall County, S.Dak.," Sisseton Agency, SDERA Survey, Reel 1, interview of John Gray
Eagle, Standing Rock Reservation Resident, by Valerie Viereck, Standing Rock Agency, Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA Survey, Reel 3; interview of
Er. S.Cunningham, Mission School Administrator, by William |. Bordeaux, Pine Ridge
Agency, Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA Survey, Reel 1.
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had no education, while forty-nine had some (of these, three had
graduated from high school and one had gone on to Carlisle, the
pioneer Indian boarding school In Pennsylvania); among the thirtyto-forty-five-year age group, only one had no education and one hundred two had some (all of the six high school graduates had some
further training, including one bachelor's degree). Einaily, all but
one of the one hundred seventy-nine persons underage thirty and
over age thirteen had some education. Many families from outlying areas moved to the town of Bullhead in the winter so their
children could attend school.^^
Even though boarding schools were notorious for their harsh
discipline and poor food, many Indian families sent their children
away in order to ease the burden of their care. Some young people,
especially females, preferred the amenities of the boarding school
to the conditions in their own homes. Eor example, Irene De Marrias, whose family on the Sisseton reservation followed the common practice of living in a tent during warm weather, refused to
go home for summer vacation from the Marty Mission school. She
and a friend got off the bus at Stephan Mission and persuaded the
priest to allow them to stay there for the summer.^^
Attracting competent educators to the reservations posed problems similar to those associated with medical care. Teachers complained about poor housing, poor educational facilities and
equipment, isolation, and potential exposure to disease. The wife
of a manual-training instructor on the Cheyenne River reservation
said they had been promised good quarters but so far had been
living in two rooms of a house they shared with an Indian family.
in the last two years, her husband's department had been appropriated just two hundred dollars. He was expected to send his students out on jobs around the agency but had been given no tools
with which to train them.2''
The apathy the United States government exhibited toward its professional employees matched the Inefficiency that a number of relief
programs, both federal and local, displayed. Many of the SDERA
22. Valerie Viereck, "Composite Report, Bullhead District," pp. 1, 10-13, Standing
Rock Agency, SDERA Survey, Reel 1
23. "DeMarrias, John," by Evangeline Swensson, Sisseton Agency, Case Histories,
Roberts County, SDERA Survey, Reel 1; interview of Fr. Fenten Baltz, Stephan Mission, by Evangeline Swensson, Crow Creek, Lower Brule and Elandreau Reservations,
Interviews with Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA Survey, Reel 2.
24. Interview of Mrs. Owen, wife of Cheyenne River Agency Boarding School manualtraining instructor, by Katherine Edmunds, Cheyenne Agency, Interviews with Citizens
and Indian Leaders, SDERA Survey, Ree! 2.
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reports indicate a lack of cooperation among county, state, and federal agencies. Part of the problem involved the indifference or selfinterest of program administrators. Orpha Zoe Hall, an agency nurse,
claimed that Pine Ridge Superintendent James MacGregor returned
relief money to Washington, D.C, in order to look good. Meanwhile,
unmarried mothers on the Pine Ridge reservation were allowed relief
rations but received no clothing allowance. Mothers whose husbands were in the penitentiary also received rations but nothing
else. In some cases, administrators evinced outright hostility toward
their clients. Martin Van Winkle, acting superintendent of the Crow
Creek reservation, said he could identify just four people out of
a population of about fifteen hundred who were "worthwhile Indians." The rest, in Van Winkle's opinion, were "lazy, indifferent,
and mentally incompetent in handling their own affairs."^^
Many Indians complained of open discrimination in the distribution of commodities and the assignment of work-relief jobs, maintaining that county relief officers consistently favored "white relief"
over "Indian relief."^*' Relief needs were frequently determined not
on the basis of a county relief worker's home visit but on the recommendation of the reservation's boss farmer. If the boss farmer disliked the applicant, he was not recommended. Local relief offices
were frequently understaffed and disorganized. The sloppy record
keeping of the Gorson County relief office on the Standing Rock
reservation reached scandalous proportions when a man who had
been dead for three months was certified for work relief, as were
a number of household heads who were entirely or nearly incapacitated.^^
Men assigned to work relief projects, such as those of the Indian
Emergency Conservation Works, faced problems as well. Many had
to travel long distances to get to the work site. Many workers either
camped out near the site on their own or brought the entire household along to live in tents for the duration of the project. Doctors

25. Interviews of Orpha Zoe Hal!, Pine Ridge Agency Nurse, and )ames MacGregor,
Pine Ridge Agency Superintendent, by Evangeline Swensson, Pine Ridge Agency, Interviews w i t h Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA Survey, Reel 1; interview of M a r t i n
Van Winkle, Crow Creek Reservation Acting Superintendent, Crow Greek, Lower Brule
and Elandreau Reservations, Interviews w i t h Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA
Survey, Reel 2.
26. Veri Lewis, "Administration of Relief to Indian Families by the Corson Gounty
Emergency Relief Office," p. 1, Standing Rock Agency, SDERA Survey, Reel 3.
27. Ibid., pp. 1-2; interview of Sidney Bear Heart, Road Project Eoreman, by Veri
Lewis, Standing Rock Agency, Interviews w i t h Citizens and Indian Leaders, SDERA
Survey, Reel 3.
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were particularly concerned about health conditions at the family
camps, where there were no water or sewage systems. Living in tents
with inadequate bedding seemed especially to promote the spread
of tuberculosis. Compared to what most reservation Indians were
accustomed to, the wages were excellent, however. Workers typically
received between $1.50 and $2.10 per day. If the worker provided
a team of horses, the pay was between one and two dollars extra
per day.^^
Private sources of assistance for reservation Indians were limited
primarily to the efforts of organized churches. Almost all of the reservation Indians belonged to a church, and much of their social life

Men assii^nvd lo work-rvlicl pn'jvcts away frof
c
household along to live m tents as in this ramny (¿imp <?i Lroiv L.reek.

centered around it. Yet SDERA records show virtually no evidence
of church assistance to the needy other than counseling services
and occasional clothing handouts.^"
By early 1936, the government had phased out the Federal Emergency Relief Administration in favor of other New Deal assistance
2a Viereck, "Composite Report, Bullhead District," p, 1; interview of Craemer; Roger
Bromert, "The Sioux and the Indian-CCC," South Dakota History 8 (Fall 1978): 345, 347.
29. SDERA Survey, Reels 1, 2, and 3 passim.
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programs like the Works Progress Administration. The bleak reports
of the SDERA survey gathered in 1934 and 1935 no doubt helped
bring more assistance to South Dakota reservations from a variety
of new agencies created by passage of the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act. Under this "New Deal" designed specifically for American
Indians, allotment was discontinued and provisions were made for
restoring tribal lands, building economic resources, and establishing
tribal self-government. Roads, fences, dams, reservoirs, outdoor
toilets, wells, and public buildings such as schools and hospitals
were constructed. Eroded and deforested areas were restored
through conservation work. Cattle herds were increased through
the purchase of stock from drought-stricken white ranchers. Poisonous weeds and bothersome pests were eradicated. Health care
began to improve. Many reservation Indians remember the New
Deal era favorably for these reasons.''"'
Sioux reservations in South Dakota still suffer from severe
economic problems that consistently feature astronomical rates of
unemployment—sometimes almost ninety percent—but health,
education, housing, and welfare have improved greatly since the
early 1930s. Now these services are normally available for all. Even
so, the great reforms the New Deal triggered have not spelled an
end to Sioux problems, particularly when one compares conditions
on Indian reservations to society as a whole. For example, the Congressional Office of Technology and Assessment reported in 1986
that Indians were three times more likely to die by age forty-five
than were all other races in the United States. The report also
calculated that non-Indians used an average of %^Jb49 in medical services per capita while Indians averaged $797. A recent study by the
United Methodist Churches showed that four of the seven poorest
counties in the country are in South Dakota and each is occupied,
at least in part, by a Sioux reservation.^^ Thus, while many of the
programs instituted during the New Deal years, such as the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration and its state affiliates, played a vital
role in the survival of many reservation Indians, they often failed
to build asturdyeconomicbaseupon which the people could thrive
in the future.
30. Schell, History of South Dakota, p. 292; Taylor, The New Deal and American
Indian Tribalism, pp. 27-28; Gibson, The American Indian, p. 538; interview of Vine
Deloria, Jr., Chadron, Nebr., Feb. 1975.
31. Lakota Times, 23 Mar 1988; Washington Post, 24 Mar. 198a
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